.Introduction
This paper is concam ed with the periodic orbits of continuous mappings of the interval into itself . Let I denote a closed interval on the real line and let C o (I,I) denote the space of continuous maps of I into itself . For f E C o (I,I), let P(f) denote the set of positiva integers k such that f has (at least) a periodic pcint of period k (sea section 2 for definition) . One may ask the following question :
If k E P(f), what other integers must be elements of P(f) ? . This question is answered by a theorem of Sarkovskii . Consider the following ordering of the set of positiva integers N :
Thus, in this ordering the smallest element of N is 3 and the greatest is 1 . Sarkovskii's thecrem states that if n C P(f) and m is. t o the right of n in the above ordering (Sarkovskii ordering) then there is , at least one periodic orbit of period m (seel21 or i3J) . Furthermore, if m is to the left of n in the Sarkovskii ordering, then there is a map f E C 0 (I,I) with n E P(f) and m 1 P(f) . ( ü~There is a map g E C (I,I) such th at P(g) = P(f) and N(9,m) = Nn(m) .
Note, for example, that if f E CQ (I,I) and 3 E P(f), then f has at least N 3 (m) periodic orbits of period m . We have compute N 3 (m) and N5(m) for m = 1,2, . . .,50 in Tablas I and II, respectively (for details sea section 3) . We remark that Sarkovskii's theorem only says N (M) -,> 1 . n Proposition B . Let f e. Co (I,I) and let n denote the minimum of P(f) in the Sarkovskii ordering . Suppose n is a power of 2 and m is to the right of n in the Sarkovskii ordering . Then the integer N n (m) which satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem A is the unity .
Proposition B follows immediately from the fact that for each power of 2, let 2r , there is a map f E C o (I,I) such that P(f) _ = 1,2,4, . . .,2 r ( and N(f,2 k = 1 for k = 0,1, . . .,r (sea Lemma 16 of t 1j ) .
In proving Theorem A, we use a result of Stefan (sea section 2) .
This result describes how a mapping f e C o (I,I) must act on a periodic orbit ip 1 1 . . .,pn 1 of odd period n > 1, where n is the minimum of P(f) in the Sarkovskii ordering .
We note the algorithm described in order to compute the integer N n (m) defined in Theorem A (sea section 3) can be used for all n e P(f) not necessarily odd . But we need to know how f must act on a periodic orbit of f of period n . That is, if )p1, . . .,pn1 is a periodic orbit of f of period n, who is f(p i ) for each i = 1, . . . . n ? .
We are grateful to Ramon Reventós who have helped us in the preparation of this note .
.Preliminary defin itions and results
Let f E C 0 (I,I) . For any positive integer n, we define fn inductively by f 1 = f and fn = f^f n-1 . We let f denote the identity map of I .
Let p E I . We say p is a fixed point of f if f(p) = p . If p n is a fixed point of f , for soma nE N, we say p is a periodic point of f . In this case the smallest element of j n EN : fn(p) = p } is called the period of p . n , p) define the orbit of p to be , f (p~ : n = 0,1,2, . . . j . If p is a periodic point of f of period n, we say the orbit of p is a periodic orbit of period n . In this case the orbit of p contains exactly n points each of which is a periodic point of period .n .
We will use the following theorem (sea Theorem 2 of Stefan [3}) . Theorem 1 . Let f E C(I,I) and let n denote the mínimum of P(f) in the Sarkovskii ordering . Suppose n is odd and n >1 . Let Sp 1 , . . .,p n 1 be a periodic orbit of period n with p,¿ p 2 < . . . < pn . Let t = (n+1)/2 . obtain that gm has fixed points . Then it is easy to compute N (m) for n = 3 (sea Table I) . n m Note the number of fixed points of g is a Fibonacci number . Now, suppose n = 5 . Let jg1, . . .,gk(m)5 denote the set of points ofíP l ,p 5 1 where gm has a maximum or a minimum . It is easy to sea S that ql = p1' q k(m ) = P 5, {P 2,P 3,P 4 l C`g 1'
. . .,qk(m)} , 9m(ig1, . . .,qk(m)})= = f P 1 ,P 2 ,P 3 'P 4 'P5 1 and g m ( C q i ,q . fixed_points . Hence it is easy to compute N -(m) for n = 5 (sea Table II 
